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the inventor is intended to be used by people with a basic understanding of cad
(computer-aided design) software. a brief tutorial is available in the help menu. the

inventor professional 2011 gives all the basic functions of the inventor as well as
all the important features of a modern cad software package. in addition, there are
some new features in the inventor professional 2011. the high-speed laser nozzle

of the flashforge inventor's 5-layer architecture enables high-quality printing, even
with standard pla filaments. with a few simple upgrades, you can create parts that
rival consumer printers in quality. get started with your own 3d print! for the most
demanding applications, the flashforge inventor is equipped with a fully integrated
water-cooling system. this system includes a water pump and water reservoir to
provide optimal cooling. it also features a network interface for monitoring and

controlling the system. this system is designed to control the temp of each part of
the printer to ensure it is at the optimal temperature for the type of printing being
used. the flashforge inventor's compact size allows you to print on your desktop, or
incorporate it into your office. this printer is perfect for the home or the office and
can work with almost any 3d printer filament. since it is totally enclosed, dust and
debris can't enter the enclosure. the benefits of a closed system are higher quality
prints, no consumables, no mess, no noise, no odor, and no downtime. print! the

flashforge inventor is the perfect choice for the home or office. the compact,
totally enclosed design allows you to print in complete silence. no consumables, no
mess, no downtime, no noise, and no odor make the flashforge inventor perfect for

the home or office. use it to print and share your designs!
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the flashforge inventor is the best 3d
printer enclosure available on the

market today. with over 20 years of
experience, we know that the

flashforge inventor is the only 3d
printer enclosure available that can

be used for years to come. the
flashforge inventor will give you the
easiest way to get started with 3d
printing. it's the perfect way to get

your designs out to the world
without having to worry about

damaging your designs. over a year
of updates and improvements to

inventor hsm 2011, now you have
the ability to create 3d models that

can be used to create 2d vector
graphics. the new process is

seamless and allows you to create,
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edit, view, and share these vector
graphics files. these files can be

easily published to a variety of file
formats using the new inventor

publish. with the new feature, your
2d vector graphics files can be used

for print, web, mobile, and more.
inventor is the basis of digital

prototypes, the 3d model that it
produces contains the necessary
data for the engineering areas to
use, minimizing the need to make

physical prototypes. inventor
software can be used for product

design, molds, sheet or metal sheet,
iterate different design, simulation

and communication forms of 3d
design. inventor is available as a
standalone product or within the

new autodesk product design suites.
we encourage you to provide your

feedback to us and help make
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inventor hsm even better. if you
encounter issues not covered in this

document, please report them to
autodesk through your reseller or to

the inventor hsm team directly at
inventorhsmautodesk.com or on the
cam discussion forum. the autodesk
cam team for more information visit

us at: 5ec8ef588b
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